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Sea Ice Food Webs—Hands on Sampler
This activity is a variation on a food web game that I’ve seen played many times before, but
it is adapted to reflect a sea ice food web and show the many organisms that are intimately
connected to polar bears.
Several sample sea ice food chains:
Sunlightphytoplankton (diatoms)zooplankton (amphipod)arctic codbearded seal
polar bear
Sunlightphytoplankton (diatoms)zooplankton (copepod)arctic codbearded
sealpolar bear
Sunlightdiatomsclamsgastropods (snails)Sculpinarctic codbearded
sealpolar bear
Sunlightdiatomsclamsbearded sealpolar bear
Photos of all these organisms are available as a PowerPoint on the Stem Polar website.
Procedure
1. Assign each student to be an organism. I made signs that they can hang around their
necks so everyone can tell who is who. There should be more of the producers and lower
organisms on the food chain and only one polar bear to simulate a real ecosystem.
2. Have students sit in a circle (this game works well with between 5 and 15 students, you
might need to break them into smaller groups to play)
3. Hand a ball of yarn to the sun and instruct her to hold the end of the yarn and then roll
the ball to an organism that directly uses sunlight...she should roll it to one of the diatoms.
4. The diatom should then hold on to the yarn and choose whether to roll the ball to an
organism that consumes it, or roll it back to the sun.
5. Continue having students roll the ball of yarn up and down the food chain until everyone
is holding a bit of the yarn and several different food chains have been constructed.
6. Ask students to move back to tighten the yarn. This is a great opportunity to talk about
the interconnectedness of food webs. Have one organism tug on the yarn—who feels the
tug? Have one organism drop the yarn to simulate extinction. How do the other organisms
take up the slack created? Can a different organism move in to replace the extinct one?
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Web Resources:
Other sites that explain this game
http://www.mos.org/oceans/life/game.html
http://www.bigelow.org/foodweb/chain1.html
http://www.urbanedpartnership.org/target/science/city_butterflies/food_chain.html
http://www.cnr.berkeley.edu/citybugs/teachercorner/foodwebs.html
http://www.riverventure.org/charleston/resources/pdf/food%20web%20game.pdf
Sites that explain the sea ice ecosystem
http://polardiscovery.whoi.edu/arctic/ecosystem.html
http://www.amap.no/acia/Files/MarineFoodWeb_150.jpg
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/essay_krembsdeming.html
http://www.beringclimate.noaa.gov/essays_livingston.html
The Bering Sea Project
http://bsierp.nprb.org/index.html
A fantastic video showing cod feeding on plankton under the ice
http://www.arcodiv.org/seaice/arctic_cod/Boreogadus_saida.html
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